// NUSRE EDUCATOR RESOURCES

NURSING EDUCATION DURING THE COVID-19 CRISIS
During this unprecedented healthcare crisis, the further risk of a nursing workforce shortage is amplified
by the challenges facing nursing education programs and graduating students. ATI has organized
resources to assist nursing programs with the move to online-only teaching, clinical + lab challenges,
and student support. Find detail on the resources listed below at www.atinursing.com.

ONLINE LEARNING
LEARNING CORE CURRICULUM & APPLICATION ACTIVITIES
Solutions for online learning include interactive tutorials and drills, Pharmacology education modules,
assessments, case studies, interactive videos and simulations, virtual interactions, and rich media
videos.
COMMUNITY-HEALTH-RELATED SOLUTIONS
Several modules are dedicated to teaching and measuring student mastery of community health topics,
including video case studies, practice assessments, wellness, self-care and communication modules and
ERH charts and activities.
RESOURCES
In addition to product-specific resources available in ready-to-use lesson plans, case studies and
implementation guides, ATI has created a nurse educator handbook: Moving your classroom online and
has a series of webinars to address the biggest questions and challenges and provide tips and tricks for
moving classrooms online.

CLINICAL + LAB CHALLENGES
CLINICAL + LAB SOLUTIONS
ATI has a suite of screen-based nursing tools to help students develop their clinical judgement, master
key nursing skills and learn effective communication. Products such as Real Life Clinical Reasoning
Scenarios, HealthAssess, Video Case Studies, Nurse’s Touch, Skills Modules Videos, Civility Mentor
and EHR Tutor can all be leveraged to help students become practice-ready nurses.
ONLINE CLINICAL PLANS
Nursing programs can get more out of their ATI screen-based simulation solutions with newly developed
plans. Leveraging products already integrated into nursing programs, plans are designed to provide
students with virtual clinical experience and total more than 200 RN and more than 110 PN hours of
screen-based clinical learning and practice opportunities.

STUDENT SUPPORT
NCLEX TOOL KIT
To assist students, ATI has created an online tool kit packed with prep tips, recorded NCLEX review
webinars with Live Review educators, NCLEX Questions of the Week, and more.
STUDENT WELLNESS WEBINAR SERIES WITH DR. CYNTHIA CLAR
To support students during this time, we invite them to join ATI and Dr. Cynthia Clark for a 2-part webinar
series — Conversations on stress, coping and wellness in uncertain times.

